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Works started 12-12-16

3000M3 chalk has been removed from site
this equates to 200 lorry movements
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Soil nailing to hold up the chalk bank has been completed
Deep drainage has been installed to remove storm water from the site
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Piling has been completed to form the basement walls
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Basement level has been excavated
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Basement slab has started
How have we done
CCS scheme, awaiting auditors score target is 40
Safety, no accidents
Programme, on time
Labour, 75% local, closest is 5 minute walk
81 site inductions
Apprentices, 1 for our groundworker & 1 management
Traffic movements 249 lorry movements to date
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Coming up

Installation for the modular building
Installation of the modular units will require the closure of the North Service Road for 2 weeks from 12 June 2017 to 25th June inclusive.
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Programmed works for June to August 2017

Complete installation of modular units
Fit out of Modular units
Installation of generators, transformers & switchgear
Installation of LV & HV cables
External works
Questions